
Data processing agreement

Updated, October 2021

Between

……………………………………………….., incorporated and registered in ………………………....……,

with company number is …………………………………………………………………………..…………... ,

whose registered office …………………………………………………………………………….….………. ,

represented by …….…………………………………………………………………..………………………...,

(hereinafter, "the controller" of the one part), AND

HOLASPIRIT incorporated and registered in France with company number is 818 592 511 whose
registered office is at 72 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, 75008 Paris, France (hereinafter, "the
processor")

hereinafter collectively referred to as ‘Parties’ and individually ‘Party’

I. Purpose

The purpose of these clauses is to define the conditions in which the processor undertakes to carry
out, on the controller's behalf, the personal data processing operations defined below.

As part of their contractual relations, the parties shall undertake to comply with the applicable
regulations on personal data processing and, in particular, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 which is applicable from 25 May 2018 (hereinafter "the
General Data Protection Regulation").

II. Description of the processing being subcontracted out

holaSpirit (the “Service”) allows any legal person or group of physical persons or corporations (the
“Organization”) to access various services to design a new way of running an organization and
manage governance on a single interface.

Various services are offered on the Platform including the following:
● manage organization design based on circles and roles
● manage roles characteristics
● manage projects, checklists, metrics
● having online meetings
● integrations with other Software Product APIs like Trello or Jira
● access to a search engine for data shared on the Platform

The processor is authorised to Process, on behalf of the controller, the necessary personal data for
providing the Service.

The personal data processed, the nature of operations carried out on the data and the purposes of the
processing are described in Appendix A.



III. Duration of the contract

The duration of this Agreement corresponds to the duration of the subscription period started
__________

IV. Processor's obligations with respect to the controller

The processor shall undertake to:
1. process the data solely for the purpose(s) subject to the sub-contracting
2. process the data in accordance with the documented instructions from the controller

appended hereto. Where the processor considers that an instruction infringes the General
Data Protection Regulation or of any other legal provision of the Union or of Member States
bearing on data protection, it shall immediately inform the controller thereof. Moreover, where
the processor is obliged to transfer personal data to a third country or an international
organisation, under Union law or Member State law to which the processor is subject, the
processor shall inform the controller of that legal requirement before processing, unless that
law prohibits such information on important grounds of public interest

3. guarantee the confidentiality of personal data processed hereunder
4. ensure that the persons authorised to process the personal data hereunder:  have committed

themselves to confidentiality or are under an appropriate statutory obligation of confidentiality
receive the appropriate personal data protection training

5. take into consideration, in terms of its tools, products, applications or services, the principles
of data protection by design and by default

6. Sub-contracting

The processor may engage another processor (hereinafter "the sub-processor") to conduct specific
processing activities. In this case, the processor shall inform the controller, in writing beforehand, of
any intended changes concerning the addition or replacement of other processors. This information
must clearly indicate which processing activities are being subcontracted out, the name and contact
details of the sub-processor and the dates of the subcontract. The controller has a minimum
timeframe of 15 days from the date on which it receives said information to object thereto. Such
sub-contracting is only possible where the controller has not objected thereto within the agreed
timeframe.

Holaspirit is working with sub-contractors defined in Appendix 2.

Irrespective of the option

The sub-processor is obliged to comply with the obligations hereunder on behalf of and on
instructions from the controller. It is the initial processor's responsibility to ensure that the
sub-processor provides the same sufficient guarantees to implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures in such a manner that processing meets the requirements of the General
Data Protection Regulation. Where the sub-processor fails to fulfil its data protection obligations, the
initial processor remains fully liable with regard to the controller for the subprocessor's performance of
its obligations.



7. Data subjects' right to information

At the time data are being collected, the processor must provide the data subjects concerned by the
processing operations with information about the data processing it carries out. The wording and
format of the information must be agreed with the controller prior to collecting the data.

8. Exercise of data subjects' rights

The processor shall assist the controller, insofar as this is possible, for the fulfilment of its obligation to
respond to requests for exercising the data subject's rights: right of access, to rectification, erasure
and to object, right to restriction of processing, right to data portability, right not to be subject to an
automated individual decision (including profiling).

The processor must respond, in the name and on behalf of the controller within the periods referred to
by the General Data Protection Regulation, to data subjects' requests to exercise their rights, with
regard to data covered by the sub-contracting provided for hereunder.

9. Notification of personal data breaches

The processor shall notify the controller of any personal data breach not later than 8 hours after
having become aware of it and via email. Said notification shall be sent along with any necessary
documentation to enable the controller, where necessary, to notify this breach to the competent
supervisory authority.

Once the controller has agreed, the processor shall notify the competent supervisory authority (the
CNIL, https://www.cnil.fr/), in the name and on behalf of the controller, of the personal data breaches
without undue delay and, where feasible, not later than 72 hours after having become aware of them,
unless the breach in question is unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of natural
persons.

The notification shall at least:

● describe the nature of the personal data breach including where possible, the categories and
approximate number of data subjects concerned and the categories and approximate number
of personal data records concerned;

● communicate the name and contact details of the data protection officer or other contact point
where more information can be obtained;

● describe the likely consequences of the personal data breach;
● describe the measures taken or proposed to be taken by the controller to address the

personal data breach, including, where appropriate, measures to mitigate its possible adverse
effects.

Where, and in so far as, it is not possible to provide the information at the same time, the information
may be provided in phases without undue further delay.

Once the controller has agreed, the processor shall communicate, in the name and on behalf of the
controller, the personal data breach to the data subject without undue delay where said breach is
likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons.

The communication to the data subject shall describe in clear and plain language the nature of the
personal data breach and at least



● describe the nature of the personal data breach including where possible, the categories and
approximate number of data subjects concerned and the categories and approximate number
of personal data records concerned;

● communicate the name and contact details of the data protection officer or other contact point
where more information can be obtained;

● describe the likely consequences of the personal data breach;
● describe the measures taken or proposed to be taken by the controller to address the

personal data breach, including, where appropriate, measures to mitigate its possible adverse
effects.

10. Assistance lent by the processor to the controller regarding compliance with its
obligations

The processor assists the controller in carrying out data protection impact assessments. The
processor assists the controller with regard to prior consultation of the supervisory authority.

11. Security measures

The processor undertakes to implement the following security measures:

● the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of
processing systems and services;

● the ability to restore the availability and access to personal data in a timely manner in the
event of a physical or technical incident;

● a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of technical and
organisational measures for ensuring the security of the processing] The processor
undertakes to implement the security measures set out in the code of conduct.

Security measures are described in Appendix 3.

12. Fate of data

At the end of the service bearing on the processing of such data, the processor undertakes to destroy
all personal data, or return all personal data to the controller.

13. The Data Protection Officer

The processor communicates to the controller the name and contact details of its data protection
officer, if it has designated one in accordance with Article 37 of the GDPR.

Contact:
Charles BAYLE
privacy@holaspirit.com

14. Record of categories of processing activities

The processor states that it maintains a written record of all categories of processing activities carried
out on behalf of the controller, containing:

mailto:privacy@holaspirit.com


● the name and contact details of the controller on behalf of which the processor is acting, any
other processors and, where applicable, the data protection officer;

● the categories of processing carried out on behalf of the controller;
● where applicable, transfers of personal data to a third country or an international organisation,

including the identification of that third country or international organisation and, in the case of
transfers referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 49(1) of the GDPR, the
documentation of suitable safeguards;

● where possible, a general description of the technical and organisational security measures,
including inter alia:

○ the pseudonymisation and encryption of personal data;
○ the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of

processing systems and services;
○ the ability to restore the availability and access to personal data in a timely manner in

the event of a physical or technical incident;
○ a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of

technical and organisational measures for ensuring the security of the processing.

15. Documentation

The processor provides the controller with the necessary documentation for demonstrating
compliance with all of its obligations and for allowing the controller or any other auditor it has
authorised to conduct audits, including inspections, and for contributing to such audits.

V. Controller's obligations with respect to the processor

The controller undertakes to:
1. provide the processor with the data mentioned in II hereof
2. document, in writing, any instruction bearing on the processing of data by the processor
3. ensure, before and throughout the processing, compliance with the obligations set out in the

General Data Protection Regulation on the processor's part
4. supervise the processing, including by conducting audits and inspections with the processor

Date: ……………………………

SIGNED for and on behalf of

……………………………………………..

by ………………………………………….

Position: …………………………………..

Signature: …………………………………

SIGNED for and on behalf of Holaspirit
by Philippe PINAULT
Position: CEO
Signature:



Appendix A. Overview of personal data to be processed

The name of operations carried out:

● Collected data: to become a user on Holaspirit platform, personal information, such as name,
first name, email, password and, if applicable, a photo and a telephone number are collected.
Optionally, the user can also provide additional personal information like bio, expertise, links
to his social profiles (LinkedIn, Twitter, ...).

● Platform data: when using the Platform, the processor’s servers automatically record session
information

● Log files, internet protocol (IP) address, and information about user’s computer, operating
system and web browser

● Cookies: Holaspirit uses authentication cookies as a user when connecting to the Platform.

The purposes of the processing are:

● the provision of the Service to the users, including online assistance and support;
● the analysis of the use of the services and associated statistics including statistics to improve

the performances of the Holaspirit platform;
● meeting the processor’s statutory and regulatory obligations.

Categories of data subjects

The categories of individuals affected by the processing of personal data under this Agreement (“data
subjects”) include:

● Interns and student employees
● Employees (permanent staff, trainees, temporary workers, freelancers)
● Suppliers/subcontractors/contact persons

Types of personal data

The following types of personal data shall be processed under this Agreement:

● Personal master data (example: first name, name, company)
● Contact details (example: email address, phone number - optional)
● Employee data (example: position represented by roles the employee holds)
● Photos (as each member shares as Avatar on an optional basis)
● Electronic communication data (example: IP address, internet pages accessed, information

on the terminal device, operating system and browser used)



Appendix B. Technical and organizational measures to ensure the security of
processing

A. Measures to ensure confidentiality

1. Physical access control
Data are stored in OVH.com datacenters.
Only authorized OVH personnel can access the datacenter and network connectivity.

Holaspirit offices are secured by doors with keys. Only authorized personnel have keys. No customer
data are stored in Holaspirit office.

2. Logical access control
● Every member has high-level graduations and qualifications
● Every member is trained in good practices on privacy and security
● Only 4 users in the infrastructure team can access to the production servers. Remote access

to servers by our infrastructure teams is only possible with keys by means of SSH. SSH
access by password is disabled.

● The computers used to access to the data are secured by login/password

3. Admission control
All the personal data are saved in the cloud. The accesses are only possible through a list of limited
authorized IP addresses only and a username which are logged. The PC are protected with a
password that is known to the employee only.
OVH offers a protection service Anti-DDOS at the forefront. Moreover, firewalls are configured
according to the approved industry best practices (Deny Default Policy) - complying with UFW
IPTABLES rules. What’s more, is that unnecessary ports are blocked to only allow traffic on port 80
(http) and 443 (https).

4. Data access control
Holaspirit provides detailed access logs which log every established connection to an account.
Moreover, attributes such as the type of device used, and the respective IP address of connection, are
automatically logged as well.
Customer accesses are protected by TLS 1.2
Application logs are backed up every 3 days on OVH's object storage solution.
RTO is less than 4hours and tested once a year.

5. Separation control
● Data sealing is guaranteed by the software
● Our API is made in PHP on the Symfony 4 framework
● The API relies on a ODM -- Doctrine -- to access the database. The Doctrine brick provides a

so-called ‘filter’ mechanism for multi-client data management.

6. Pseudonymisation
The statistics are consolidated every day in order to avoid using customer data.

7. Encryption
Before storage, all user password are encrypted by means of the Argon2i algorithm in combination
with salt.



Front-end applications -- website, desktop, and mobile applications -- authentication to the API in
order to access data, is done via the OAuth 2 protocol
Administrators can also integrate their holaspirit platform with various SSO providers: Google or a
service that provides SAML single sign-on (such as OneLogin, Okta)

B. Measures to ensure integrity

1. Relay control
Holaspirit supports the latest secure encryption suites and recommended protocols to encrypt all
traffic. The transfer of data between holaspirit and the users' workstations is secured via an AES-256
bit SSL certificate.
Holaspirit configures TLS for security, for an up-to-date report on our configuration, see
https://www.ssllabs.com/ssldb/analyze.html?d=app.holaspirit.com .
We closely monitor the evolution of the cryptographic landscape and strive for quick upgrades to
respond to emerging threats as they are discovered, whilst implementing best practices as they
evolve.
Holaspirit uses Strong Encryption for all other transmission of Personal Data outside the production
datacenter.
A VPN has been setup for some personnel to administer the data.

2. Data integrity
Holaspirit has a defense in depth approach to ensuring confidentiality and integrity and many of the
measures in other sections of this document safeguard confidentiality and integrity. Some other
measures that contribute include:

● Holaspirit trains its software engineers in application security practices and secure coding
practices.

● A central, secured repository of product source code Github, which is accessible only to
authorized Personnel.

● Security testing includes code review and employing static code analysis tools on a periodic
basis to identify flaws.

● Annual Pen test (exec summary)
● All changes to software are released on a staging environment, completely separated from

the production environment. The same processes applies for deployment and software
installations for both environments.

3. Entry control
All the requests of the application are logged in a Elasticsearch database hosted by OVH during 45
days. It’s not possible to delete or alter the data. The access is limited to the technical team.
The access to the servers are also logged during 4 weeks.

C. Measures to ensure availability and resilience

1. Availability control
The application is hosted on the OVH cloud which a SLA of 99,999%
Concerning the backups, a daily backup is made of the database on 7 days sliding on the server --
that is, the 8th day will then replace the oldest backup. Another backup is performed daily on OVH's
object storage cloud, which allows a retention of 52 weeks. The client files are replicated to OVH's
object storage solution on a daily basis. They are saved on remote sites.
Our servers are updated continuously with the latest security patches. Server installations, updates,
and software deployments are fully automated.

https://www.ssllabs.com/ssldb/analyze.html?d=app.holaspirit.com


The servers are installed via Ansible scripts. The scripts are tested regularly through a Vagrant
machine.
The software is automatically deployed as a Debian package sent by the CircleCi service when
various automatic tests have been performed. Each deployment generates an artifact that allows a
rollback on a specific version of the software. Putting into production is traced.

2. Quick recovery
The Ansible scripts used to update the servers are the same as the scripts to setup new servers. A
recovery can be done in less than 4 hours.
The restoration of the data is retrieved either form local server or from OVH public cloud storage.
Restore tests from those encrypted backups are performed at least quarterly.
We will migrate on the private cloud before the end of the year.

3. Reliability
The monitoring is assured by some tools.

● The tools Prometheus in combination with Grafana enables the infrastructure team to
managed hardware issues and software monitoring

● The Pingdom service is also used to monitor the site through different places in the world.
The monitoring of Pingdom is accessible via https://holaspirit.statuspage.io

Both tools have mobile applications allowing for immediate notification and reaction to potential
problems. The infrastructure team have all the applications deployed
The holaspirit.status.io page is the primary means of communication that we use in case of a major
incident or maintenance on the platform.

D. Measures for the regular review and evaluation

1. Privacy Management
We do not access customer personal data, except to provide services to the customer which
Holaspirit is obligated to perform in support of the customer experience including for general operation
and monitoring of the holaspirit application, troubleshooting and maintenance purposes, for security
reasons, as required by law, or on request by customer. We use a limited number of sub-processors
to help it provide the Service. Third party companies used as sub-processors can be found in
Appendix 3.

2. Incident Response Management
We maintain an up-to-date incident response plan and we communicate with customers through
https://holaspirit.statuspage.io

3. Verification process
Formalized processes for data privacy incident.

4. Privacy-friendly default settings
Only the information required by the application are asked.

5. Order control
● Instructions from the Controller are documented
● Formalized order management

https://holaspirit.statuspage.io
https://holaspirit.statuspage.io


Appendix C. List of Sub-contractors
Here is the list of Sub-contractors of holaspirit.

Company: OVH
Data processing activity: Hosting Provider
Measures/guarantees to ensure an appropriate level of data protection:
https://www.ovh.com/fr/private-cloud/documentation/certifications.xml
https://www.ovh.com/fr/protection-donnees-personnelles/

Company: Satismeter
Data processing activity: Measuring NPS (Net Promoter Score), customer satisfaction
Measures/guarantees to ensure an appropriate level of data protection:
https://www.satismeter.com/security-policy
https://www.satismeter.com/privacy-policy
They are GDPR compliant:
https://help.satismeter.com/articles/1938718-satismeter-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr

Company: Intercom
Data processing activity: Real-Time support and User onboarding
Measures/guarantees to ensure an appropriate level of data protection:
https://www.intercom.com/fr/security
https://docs.intercom.com/pricing-privacy-and-terms/data-protection/how-were-preparing-forgdpr
They are GDPR compliant:
https://www.intercom.com/help/en/articles/1385437-how-intercom-complies-with-gdpr
And Privacy Shield:
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TNQvAAO&status=Active
https://www.intercom.com/terms-and-policies#eu-us

Company: Chargebee
Data processing activity: Invoicing
Measures/guarantees to ensure an appropriate level of data protection:
https://www.chargebee.com/security/
https://www.chargebee.com/privacy/
They are GDPR compliant
https://www.chargebee.com/docs/eu-gdpr.html
https://www.chargebee.com/security/gdpr/
And Privacy Shield:
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TN6jAAG&status=Active

Company: Stripe
Data processing activity: Invoicing
Measures/guarantees to ensure an appropriate level of data protection:
https://stripe.com/docs/security/stripe
https://stripe.com/fr/privacy
They are GDPR compliant:
https://stripe.com/privacy-center/legal
https://stripe.com/dpa/legal
And Privacy Shield:
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TQOUAA4&status=Active

Company: Amazon Web Service

https://www.ovh.com/fr/private-cloud/documentation/certifications.xml
https://www.ovh.com/fr/protection-donnees-personnelles/
https://www.satismeter.com/security-policy
https://www.satismeter.com/privacy-policy
https://help.satismeter.com/articles/1938718-satismeter-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr
https://www.intercom.com/fr/security
https://docs.intercom.com/pricing-privacy-and-terms/data-protection/how-were-preparing-forgdpr
https://www.intercom.com/help/en/articles/1385437-how-intercom-complies-with-gdpr
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TNQvAAO&status=Active
https://www.intercom.com/terms-and-policies#eu-us
https://www.chargebee.com/security/
https://www.chargebee.com/privacy/
https://www.chargebee.com/docs/eu-gdpr.html
https://www.chargebee.com/security/gdpr/
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TN6jAAG&status=Active
https://stripe.com/docs/security/stripe
https://stripe.com/fr/privacy
https://stripe.com/privacy-center/legal
https://stripe.com/dpa/legal
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TQOUAA4&status=Active


Data processing activity: All emails
Measures/guarantees to ensure an appropriate level of data protection:
https://aws.amazon.com/security/
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/data-privacy/
They are GDPR compliant : https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/all-aws-services-gdpr-ready/
And Privacy Shield:
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TOWQAA4&status=Active

https://aws.amazon.com/security/
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/data-privacy/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/all-aws-services-gdpr-ready/
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TOWQAA4&status=Active

